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This invention relates to whet wrenches, and 
has for one of its objects to provide a wrench 
of this type which is adapted for use in locations 
which are accessible only from certain positions 
and directions, and through restricted spaces. 
Another‘ object of the invention is to provide 

a wrench which in. its normal operation will be 
come securely clampedlupon a nut with. are 
taining force which will securethe wrench to 
the'nut in a self-sustaining relation in any angu 
lar- position of the wrench. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

wrench of this class in which the self-sustaining 
clamping action between the wrench and the 
clamp will be exerted in either direction of rota 

. tion of the wrench. 
Other objects of the invention relate to struc 

tural features resulting in a simple sturdy prod 
uct of few and simple parts, easily produced and 
assembled. 
A structure embodying the features of this in 

vention comprises generally a tapered socket or 
chuck with resilient jaws longitudinally movable 
within a tapered bore of a cylindrical head or 
holder. Cooperating members on the inner ends 
of the socket or chuck member and the inner 
end of the holder cooperate to control the longi 
tudinal movement of the chuck or socket in either 
direction of rotation of the wrench. 
My invention is illustrated in the accompany 

ing drawings, in which 
Fig. 1 is a view looking into the nut receiving 

end of the wrench. 
Fig. 2 is a fragmentary cross-sectional view 

taken upon line 2—-2 of Fig. 1. 
Fig. 3 is an end view of the lever receiving end 

of the device, and 
Fig. 4 is a fragmentary view in developed form 

of cooperating actuating surfaces suitable for ap 
plying clamping force to the wrench. 
Referring now to the drawings, a tubular mem 

her 5 is adapted to receive an expansible wrench 
law 6. The jaw 6 is solid at its inner end ‘I but 
is hollow at its outer end, which is divided into 
four equal resilient sections 8, which are capable 
of contraction and expansion by the longitudinal 
movement of the member 6, in the tubular mem— 
her 5. For this purpose, the tubular member 5 
is provided, at the end adjacent the wrench jaw 
5, with an inwardly extending tapered shoulder 
9, which cooperates with tapered faces H], on the 
jaw sections 8, to produce the desired contrac 
tion of the sections. ’ 
Rotatably located in the opposite end of-tlie 

tubular member 5, adjacent the end ‘I of the 
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wrench jaw, is a cylindrical block I2,'provided 
with a wrench receiving socket I3opening to.“v 
ward the outer end-of the member 5 to receive 
the end‘ of a wrench extension shank of a form 
familiar to mechanics. A circumferentiali'groove 
l4, in the block l-2,. is adapted to receive the end 
Of a set screw 15, extending. through the wall 
of the'tubularmember 5, to secure the block I2 
against longitudinal movement; ’ ‘ ’ 

The adjacent ends’of the'wrench member 6 
and’ the cylinder-block l2‘ are each provided‘ with 
a pair of raised cammed surfaces l 6, the two“ sur 
faces on each element being spaced 180- degrees 
apart. When assembled, the cam surfaces IS on 
one member will project into the space between 
the cam surfaces of the other member as shown 
more clearly in Fig. 4. 

It will be obvious from this construction that 
any relative rotation of the members 6 and I2 
will cause the faces of adjacent cams Hi to ride 
upwardly upon each other, thus applying a 
thrust to the member 6, which will cause it to 
move longitudinally of the cylinder 5, and against 
the tapered shoulder 9, to contract the jaws or 
sections 8 against the face of a nut and become 
attached thereto. - 

The nut engaging portion of the wrench jaw 
1 is provided with twelve nut engaging faces I8, 
thereby adapting it to nuts of any standard con 
?guration, and also to engaging the body of a 
stud bolt with sufficient force to apply the neces 
sary turning force for driving it in either direc 
tion. 
The gripping pressure of the jaw 1 upon a nut 

or bolt in response to the contracting forces 
produced by the action of the cam surfaces is 
sufficient to engage the jaw '! upon the nut with 
a locking force which will support the wrench 
upon a nut which is vertically above the wrench, 
or at any angle above the horizontal with re 
spect to the wrench. The frictional force exerted 
between the engaging faces of the cam surfaces 
vI6 upon the application of a turning force to 
the wrench, coupled with the wedging force be 
tween the tapered shoulder 9 and the tapered 
faces on the jaw sections, is sufficient to retain 
the surfaces against backing off under the slight 
pressure resulting from reverse movement of the 
ratcheting mechanism of a wrench. 
A wrench made in accordance with this inven 

tion will ?nd a wide ?eld of usefulness in auto 
mobile body work where the nuts and bolts may 
be in locations or at angles making them very 
di?icult of access and manipulation with present 
known types of wrenches. It is especially adapt 
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‘able and convenient where heretofore the re 
moval or setting of a bolt or nut has required the 
af?xing and holding of the wrench with one hand 
while manipulating it with the other hand. This 
di?lculty is avoided when, as in > this case, the 
wrench exerts its own holding or gripping force 
upon the nut or bolt. 

It will be readily apparent to those skilled in 
‘ the art that other forms of force applying means 
for producingthe longitudinal movement of the 
member ‘I in either direction of rotation of the 
wrench may be used without departing from this 
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The jaws 8 of the portion 1 may be made to 
separate a su?icient distance to accommodate a 
plurality of sizes of nuts, and a set of four or ?ve 

ments of an ordinary car body. - » - 

Although I have shown and described 
vention rwithrrespect to certain details of con 
struction,‘ it is to be understood that I do not 
wish to be unduly limited thereto,v many modi 
?cations being possible without departing from 
the spirit or‘scope of my invention. ‘ 

I claim: ‘ - 

In a device of the class described, a holder pro 
vided with a longitudinally extending tapered 
opening, a tapered nut-engaging socket positioned 
in the opening and‘ provided with resilient jaws 
contractible, by relative longitudinal movement 
of the socket and the tapered opening, a Wrench 

my in 

‘ wrenches will be su?icient to meet most re'quire- Y‘ ‘ 
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receiving member mounted in the opposite end 
of the holder for rotation about the longitudinal ‘ 
axis of the holder, means connecting said holder 
and said wrench-receiving member to prevent 
axial movement of said wrench-receiving member 
during its rotation, and a pair of spaced cams 
projecting from each confronting end of the nut 
engaging socket and thewrench-receiving mem 
ber, said spaced‘, cams being engageable upon 
rotation of the wrench-receiving member in 
either direction in order to impart a longitudinal 
movement to the nut-engaging socket. \ 
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